Marion Scott, principal of Fort Street School becomes principal of Teachers College. Donald Young (later dean of the College of Education) moves to the University of Hawai'i and applies for a job as Teachers College's dean. Young is appointed director of CRDG. The role was established by the military occupying its former mansion (now Wist Hall). Donald Young (later dean of the College of Education) moves to the University of Hawai'i and applies for a job as Teachers College's dean. Young is appointed director of CRDG. The role was established by the military occupying its former mansion (now Wist Hall).

The University of Hawai'i Curriculum Center is renamed the Hawai'i Curriculum Center. White is credited with raising the university's profile.

The first doctorate in education (PhD) is offered in Educational Psychology. The role and function of the laboratory school is reviewed and teaching and training to research and development are redefined.

Arthur King becomes director of the College of Education. The college becomes an upper-division college.

Andrew In, former teacher and principal of the Honolulu Training School, becomes dean of the College of Education.


The Center on Disability and Human Development (AUCD) is established as the Hawaii University Affiliated Program.

Randall Hritz becomes dean of the College of Education, following Dean Donald Young's resignation in 1995.

Michael T. Cole becomes dean of the College of Education.